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Abstract: We investigate the possibility to probe lepton number violating (LNV)
operators in the rare kaon decay K → piνν. Performing the analysis in the Standard
Model effective field theory with only light active Majorana neutrinos, we determine
the current limits on the corresponding LNV physics scale from the past E949 ex-
periment at BNL as well as the currently operating experiments NA62 at CERN and
KOTO at J-PARC. We focus on the specific signature of scalar currents in K → piνν
arising from the LNV nature of the operators and study the effect on the experimen-
tal sensitivity, stressing the need for dedicated searches for beyond the SM currents.
We find that the rare kaon decays probe high operator scales ΛLNV ≈ 15 to 20 TeV
in different quark and neutrino flavours compared to neutrinoless double beta de-
cay. Furthermore, we comment that the observation of LNV in kaon decays can put
high-scale leptogenesis under tension. Finally, we discuss the connection with small
radiatively generated neutrino masses and show how the severe constraints therefrom
can be evaded in a minimal ultraviolet-complete scenario featuring leptoquarks.
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1 Introduction
The nature of neutrinos and especially the origin of their masses are a crucial open
question in particle physics. The Standard Model (SM) incorporates a successful
and experimentally verified mechanism to give mass to the charged fermions despite
the fact that bare mass terms are forbidden due to the chiral nature of the SM.
The latter is especially apparent for neutrinos: while the so-called active neutrinos
νL form SU(2)L-doublets with the left-handed charged leptons, the corresponding
right-handed SU(2)L-singlet neutrino states νR that would be needed to give neu-
trinos a so-called Dirac mass, would also be required to be uncharged under the SM
hypercharge U(1)Y . Hence, they would be completely sterile under the SM gauge
interactions. Out of this reason they have been omitted in the SM for economical
purposes, however, from neutrino oscillations [1] we know that at least two out of
the three known neutrino species have finite masses. Oscillations themselves are
only sensitive to neutrino mass-squared differences, pointing to mass splittings of the
order 10−2 eV to 5 × 10−2 eV. Combining this knowledge with the most stringent
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upper limits on absolute neutrino masses from Tritium decay [2] and cosmological
observations [3] finally constrain all neutrinos to be lighter than mν ≈ 0.1 eV.
Incorporating Dirac neutrino masses via the SM Higgs mechanism is generally
possible, but would lead to two theoretical issues: (i) the Yukawa couplings with
the Higgs are tiny, yν ∼ mν/ΛEW . O(10−12), with the electroweak (EW) scale
ΛEW and (ii) total lepton number L is no longer an accidental symmetry due to the
required presence of the sterile right-handed neutrinos. Specifically, the right-handed
neutrinos are allowed to have a Majorana mass M of the form Mν¯RCν¯TR violating
total lepton number by two units, ∆L = 2, due to the νR being sterile under the SM
gauge group and thus unprotected by its otherwise chiral nature. If lepton number
is not explicitly conserved, neutrinos are expected to be of Majorana nature. The
most prominent realisation of Majorana neutrino masses is the Seesaw mechanism, in
which the νR acquires a large Majorana mass term, M  v, where v is the SM Higgs
vacuum expectation value (VEV), which then mediates to the active neutrino νL via
the Yukawa couplings [4–8]. Within this mechanism, a high scale M ≈ 1014 GeV can
naturally explain the light neutrino masses mν ≈ 0.1 eV.
However, the most prominent scenario, the high-scale seesaw mechanism, is not
the only way to generate light Majorana neutrino masses. Other possibilities in-
clude incorporating lepton number violation (LNV) at low scales in secluded sectors,
at higher loop order or allowing for higher-dimensional effective interactions. If
the breaking of the lepton number symmetry occurs close to the EW scale, higher-
dimensional L-breaking operators can be important. Thus, from a phenomenological
point of view, searching for processes that violate total lepton number plays a crucial
role in neutrino and Beyond-the-SM (BSM) physics.
Lepton number violation may also be relevant for the generation of matter in
the universe. In Leptogenesis scenarios within the context of seesaw mechanisms for
neutrino mass generation, lepton number violating processes are required to occur
out of equilibrium in the early Universe. This also implies that LNV interactions
cannot be too large, otherwise the resulting processes will be washing out a lepton
number asymmetry before it can be transformed to a baryon asymmetry via SM
sphaleron processes. In a framework of LNV operators, this would allow to set upper
limits on the scale of leptogenesis (or baryogenesis in general) if any LNV process is
observed [9–11].
In the context of Majorana neutrino masses and LNV in general, the search
for neutrinoless double beta (0νββ) decay is considered to be the most sensitive
possibility to probe Majorana neutrino masses. The experimentally most stringent
lower limit on the decay half life T1/2 is derived using the Xenon isotope 13654Xe,
TXe1/2 ≡ T1/2
(
136
54Xe→ 13656Ba + e−e−
)
& 1026 y. (1.1)
However, Majorana neutrino masses are not the only possibility within BSM physics
that can induce 0νββ decay. High-scale New Physics (NP) can similarly contribute
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to effective low-energy operators leading to 0νββ decay [12–15]. Hereby, one assumes
that there are no other exotic BSM particles below the 0νββ energy scale of mF ≈
100 MeV. The standard mass contribution (Weinberg-operator) usually considered
corresponds to a so-called long-range transition via the exchange of a light neutrino.
Here, the 0νββ decay rate can be estimated on dimensional grounds as Γ0νββmν ∼
m2νG
4
Fm
2
FQ
5
ββ ∼ (mν/0.1 eV)2(1026 y)−1. GF indicates the SM Fermi coupling and
the phase space available to the two electrons scales as Q5ββ with Qββ = O(1 MeV)
for typical double beta decay nuclear transitions. In models with exotic interactions,
no mass insertion is required. Instead, the decay rate can be estimated as Γ0νββLR ∼
v2Λ−6
O(7)
G2Fm
4
FQ
5
ββ ∼ (105 GeV/ΛO(7))6(1026 y)−1, with the SM Higgs VEV v and the
scale ΛO(7) of the dim-7 operator. Such exotic long-range mechanisms have received
considerable attention so far, see e.g. [16]. This is understandable as the suppression
at dimension-7 is still fairly low while 0νββ decay is sensitive to high scales of order
ΛO(7) ≈ 105 GeV.
0νββ decay can only probe LNV interactions among first generation fermions.
Instead, we will focus on meson decays which are recognized as important probes of
exotic physics [17–19]. NP contributions to meson decays are expected to occur at a
high energy scale and can be model-independently described by effective operators.
In the context of LNV, kaon decay modes such as K+ → pi−`+`+ [20] are explicitly
violating charged lepton number by two units and their discovery would establish
that neutrinos are Majorana fermions. On the other hand, in the decay modes
K+ → pi+νν¯ and KL → pi0νν¯, the emitted neutrinos are not observed. While in
the SM with conserved lepton number one ν is considered to be a neutrino and the
other an anti-neutrino, if neutrinos are Majorana fermions, the process can also be
interpreted as LNV with the emission of two neutrinos or two anti-neutrinos. Under
the absence of sterile neutrinos, this requires the participation of the right-chiral
neutrino component (a Majorana neutrino is constructed as ν = νL + νcL). As we
will demonstrate, the corresponding change in the helicity structure is in principle
observable and can be used to distinguish the lepton number conserving (LNC) and
LNV modes.
Within the SM with only left-handed neutrinos, the rare kaon decay of the form
K → piνν¯ can be effectively described by the dimension-6 operator of the form
dcsLν
c
LνL (in terms of the SU(2)L component fields). In the SM, it is generated
through loops involving W and Z bosons, see Fig. 4. Due to GIM suppression
and loop suppression, the branching ratio of the decays are very small, BR(K →
piνν¯) ≈ (3 − 9) × 10−11. This decay is thus very sensitive to exotic effects and NP
contributions at scales of order Λ ≈ 200 TeV can be probed [19]. At dimension-6 no
SM-invariant operators that violate lepton number by two units exist. Instead, the
lowest dimension at which a LNV operator can lead to a short-range contribution in
the rare kaon decay K → piνν¯ is at dimension-7 [21]. The operator is of the form
h0d
csLνLνL and its contribution to the rare kaon decay is illustrated in Fig. 2 (left),
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with the Higgs field involved acquiring its VEV. We will discuss this scenario and
operator contribution in detail to determine the sensitivity of current and planned
searches for the kaon decay mode and how it differs from the usually considered LNC
case.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the effective LNV
operators relevant for our analysis and their consequences in 0νββ decay, radiative
neutrino mass corrections and leptogenesis. Section 3 contains a detailed analysis of
rare kaon decays, with a focus on K → piνν, and their relevance in probing LNV
operators. This most importantly includes a discussion of the difference to the effect
of the usually considered lepton number conserving operators beyond the SM. In
Section 4, we present an ultraviolet complete scenario using leptoquarks to illustrate
an example of how the effective LNV operators can be generated in NP. We conclude
our discussion in Section 5.
2 Lepton Number Violation
In the following, we discuss in more detail the possibility to probe LNV interactions
with meson decays. We first introduce LNV operators and highlight the most relevant
in this context. We will then discuss their connection to rare kaon decays and the
possibility to radiatively generate neutrino masses. Finally, we comment on the
consequences of observing LNV on the viability of Leptogenesis scenarios.
2.1 Lepton number violating operators
In order to model independently describe lepton number violating interactions, the
SM effective field theory (SMEFT) approach is a powerful tool. SMEFT contains
all SM fields and describes NP contributions in the form of Lorentz invariant non-
renormalizable operators that are invariant under the SM symmetry group SU(3)C×
SU(2)L × U(1)Y . The NP contributions are absorbed in the corresponding Wilson
coefficients or the scale of the new operators. The lowest dimensional operator when
extending the SM by LNV interactions, is the well-known Weinberg operator [22]
O(5)1 = LαLβHρHσαρβσ, (2.1)
at dimension-5. Generally, LNV operators can occur only at odd mass dimensions
such that the SM Lagrangian LSM can be extended as
L = LSM + 1
Λ1
O(5)1 +
∑
i
1
Λ3i
O(7)i +
∑
i
1
Λ5i
O(9)i + · · · , (2.2)
where O(D)i indicates the SM effective operators at dimension D = 5, 7, 9, . . . that are
correspondingly suppressed by the scale ΛD−4i of NP. The index i labels the individual
LNV operators. All LNV operators up to dimension 11 have been identified in the
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literature [11, 21, 23], apart from those including gauge bosons or derivatives, as they
may be more difficult to incorporate in renormalizable ultraviolet (UV) complete
theories at tree level [21]. These are nevertheless interesting, and gauge invariant
LNV operators with derivatives could be searched for at the LHC in same-sign gauge
boson fusion [24]. However, for a given LNV process, operators with derivatives
generally occur at higher dimension than those without, which is why we neglect
such operators here. The operator scales Λi in Eq. (2.2) subsume all NP parameters
such as coupling strengths and masses of the complete UV theory that is “integrated
out”. This implies at the same time that the SMEFT approach is only valid up to
the corresponding scale.
The fields that enter into LNV SMEFT operators are the SM fermion and Higgs
fields,
Lα =
(
νL
eL
)α
, Qα =
(
uL
dL
)α
, H =
(
h+
h0
)
, ecα, u
c
α, d
c
α, (2.3)
where, the superscript c denotes charge conjugation and α indicates the flavour. All
fermion fields in Eq. (2.3) are left-handed 2-component Weyl spinors, and Lα, Qα, Hα
are SU(2)L doublets. For our purposes, we assume in the following that the neutrino
is a Majorana particle, i.e. a four-component spinor that is constructed as ν = νL+νcL.
Out of the SM fields we can then construct LNV operators. We will discuss them in
more detail in the following section.
2.2 Phenomenology of LNV operators
The phenomenology of different LNV operators has been studied with respect to
various observables, e.g. the generation of neutrino masses, collider signals or 0νββ
decay [9–11, 25]. Neutrinoless double beta decay is the primary probe for LNV via
light Majorana neutrinos or exotic NP [26], however, limited to the first generation
quarks and charged leptons. At the quark level, the process proceeds by transforming
two down-type quarks into two up-type quarks and two electrons.1 In addition to
the standard mass mechanism via light Majorana neutrinos, the decay can thus
be mediated by an effective dimension-9 operator with the low energy signature
d¯d¯uue−e−, in a so called short-range contribution [27]. Another option is a low
energy dimension-6 LNV operator of the form d¯ue−νL in combination with a standard
Fermi interaction and the exchange of a light neutrino. This is called a long-range
contribution and in the SMEFT language it is mediated by dimension-7 and above
operators. Current double beta decay searches set a lower limit on the 0νββ decay
half-life of the order T 0νββ1/2 & 1026 yr in various isotopes [28]. This can be translated
into limits on the operator scales of dimension-7 and dimension-9 operators of the
order Λ(7) & O(10) TeV and Λ(9) & O(1) TeV [26]. The most optimistic estimates for
the sensitivity of future double beta decay searches predict an improvement by two
1We here consider the 0νβ−β− mode with two electrons where searches are most sensitive.
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i Oi
1 LαLβHρHσαρβσ
1yd LαLβHρHσQ¯ηHηd¯
cαρβσ
3a LαLβQρdcHσαβρσ
3aH
2
LαLβQρdcHσH¯ηHηαβρσ
3b LαLβQρdcHσαρβσ
3bH
2
LαLβQρdcHσH¯ηHηαρβσ
4a LαLβQ¯αu¯
cHρβρ
4aH
2
LαLβQ¯αu¯
cHρH¯σHσβρ
4b† LαLβQ¯ρu¯cHραβ
4b†H
2
LαLβQ¯ρu¯
cHρH¯σHσαβ
5 LαLβQρdcHσHηH¯αβσρη
6 LαLβQ¯ρu¯
cHσHρH¯αβσ
7 LαQβ e¯cQ¯ρHρH
σHηασβη
8 Lαe¯cu¯cdcHβαβ
i Oi
8H
2
Lαe¯cu¯cdcHβH¯ρHραβ
10 LαLβLρecQσdcαβρσ
11a LαLβQρdcQσdcαβρσ
11b LαLβQρdcQσdcαρβσ
12a LαLβQ¯αu¯
cQ¯βu¯
c
12b∗ LαLβQ¯ρu¯cQ¯σu¯cαβρσ
13 LαLβQ¯αu¯
cLρe¯cβρ
14a LαLβQ¯ρu¯
cQρdcαβ
14b LαLβQ¯αu¯
cQρdcβρ
16 LαLβecdce¯cu¯cαβ
19 LαQβdcdce¯cu¯cαβ
20 LαQ¯αd
cu¯ce¯cu¯c
66 LαLβHρHσQηH¯ηd
cαρβσ
Table 1. Compilation of relevant dimension-5, 7 and 9 SM invariant ∆L = 2 LNV operators
considered in our analysis. The labelling follows Ref. [11]; † indicates that O4b is Fierz
related to O4a .
orders of magnitude, T 0νββ1/2 ≈ 1028 yr [28]. By its very nature as a nuclear process
occurring at an energy scale of ≈ 100 MeV, 0νββ decay probes the relevant LNV
operators with first generation quarks and electrons only. This limitation does not
apply in certain meson systems and LNV operators can be probed in kaon, B-meson,
D-meson and τ decays. Among these, kaon decays will the main focus of this work.
At mass dimension-9, it is possible to generate LNV meson decays via a short-range
operator q¯dq¯dququ`−i `
−
j with two charged leptons involved [29–31]. For instance, such
an operator induces the rare decay K+ → pi−`+`+ as shown in Fig. 1 (top left). This
is in direct analogy to 0νββ decay, albeit with different quark or lepton generations
involved. Likewise, the advantage of these decays is that LNV is directly testable, i.e.
it manifests itself in charged leptons only. However, for a dimension-9 operator, the
NP scale Λ goes with the fifth power, which leads to a high suppression and current
searches for such meson decays can probe operator scales of order Λ(9) & (5−50) GeV
only [31].
At dimension-7, operators will induce fully leptonic LNV decays of the type
K+ → `+ν¯ and pi+ → `+ν¯, see Fig. 1 (bottom left). The final state incorporates an
anti-neutrino rather than a neutrino and the decay thus violates total lepton number
by two units. While the anti-neutrino is not detectable in a given decay, it can
be picked up in neutrino oscillation detectors where it produces a positively charged
– 6 –
su
d
`+
`+
u
K+ pi−
s
u
d
ν
ν
u
K+ pi+
s
u
ν
`+
K+
s
d
ν
ν
K0
Figure 1. Diagrams of rare lepton number violating kaon decays. Top left: Semi-leptonic
decay K+ → pi−`+`+ with visible lepton number violation in charged leptons. Top right:
Semi-leptonic decay K+ → pi+νν involving neutrinos only. Bottom left: Leptonic decay
K+ → `+ν¯` with one neutrino. Bottom right: Leptonic decay K0 → νν with two neutrinos.
lepton rather than a negatively charged one, as would be expected in a lepton number
conserving decay of a meson with positive charge. Neutrino oscillation detectors able
to distinguish between the charge of the detected lepton can thus probe such LNV
decays [32, 33].2 We will discuss the limits arising from rare LNV kaon and pion
decays in Section 3.6. In Fig. 1 (bottom right), the decay K0 → νν is illustrated.
This diagram is included for completeness, but the process is not analyzed further,
due to more stringent experimental constraints being put by the semileptonic neutral
kaon decays. Invisible decays of the kaon have been studied in [34].
Finally, and as our main focus, one can consider the rare semi-leptonic kaon
decays K+ → pi+νν¯ and KL → pi0νν¯ with neutrinos in the final state. As indicated,
the two neutrinos are usually considered to be left-handed only which in the SM
corresponds to the processes being lepton number conserving. Instead, we consider
the effect of LNV operators on this decay where two neutrinos νν are being emitted,
see Fig. 1 (top right). As the neutrinos are not detectable in rare kaon decay exper-
iments, it is not possible to immediately distinguish between the scenarios of lepton
number conservation and violation. The case of LNV thus cannot be excluded in rare
kaon decays and hence, it is interesting to consider such a possibility and to study
the consequences. For this reason, we will denote the neutrino and anti-neutrino in
the same way, and focus on the rare kaon decays K+ → pi+νν and KL → pi0νν.
In the following, we will assume that the two neutrinos in the final state of the
meson decay are of Majorana nature featuring the same lepton number such that
the decay violates lepton number by two units. If these possible NP contributions
occur at a high energy scale, they can be model-independently described by the
∆L = 2 SMEFT operators introduced above. The lowest LNV operator is the
2The charged lepton promptly produced in the decay is not detected in such a scenario but its
charge is inferred from that of the initial meson via an appropriate production mechanism.
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O1
ν
ν
s d
u
h0
W W
O3b ν
d
ν
s
Figure 2. Left: GIM suppressed long-range contribution of the Weinberg operator O1 to
the rare kaon decay. Right: Short-range contribution of the operator O3b.
dimension-5 Weinberg operator. However, this operator does not feature a short-
range contribution to the rare kaon decay. This can be easily understood, as it does
not contain any quark fields that are able to transform the s-quark into a d-quark.
The Weinberg operator, however, can contribute to the rare kaon decay at long-
range, see Fig. 2 (left), but, due to the remaining GIM suppression, this diagram is
expected to contribute only to a very small extent. The lowest dimension at which a
LNV operator can lead to a short-range contribution in rare kaon decays is at mass
dimension-7. From Table 1, only a single ∆L = 2 operator O3b is able to contribute
at dimension-7,
O3b = LαLβQρdcHσαρβσ. (2.4)
Decomposing it in terms of SU(2)L component fields, h0dcsLνLνL, one can directly
see its contribution to the rare kaon decay as illustrated in Fig. 2 (right).
There is only one way to contract the SU(2)L indices of operator O3b such that
it can mediate the rare kaon decay,
O3b = Lαi LβjQρadcbHσαρβσ → h0dcadLbνLiνLj . (2.5)
We have suppressed the spinor indices of the two-component spinor fields on the
RHS of Eq. (2.5) that lead to two possible contractions (indicated by brackets) with
Wilson coefficients c1 and c2,
h0dcadLbνLiνLj → cijab1 h0 (dcadLb)
(
νLiνLj
)
+ cijab2 h
0 (dcaνLi)
(
νLjdLb
)
. (2.6)
The two contractions in Eq. (2.6) can be related by the Shouten identity such that
cijab1 h
0 (dcadLb)
(
νLiνLj
)
+ cijab2 h
0 (dcaνLi)
(
νLjdLb
)
=(
cijab1 −
cijab2
2
)
h0 (dcadLb)
(
νLiνLj
)
. (2.7)
Here we have neglected a tensor current contribution, which vanishes in case the
neutrinos have identical flavour, which will be the scenario that we focus on. Con-
sidering also the hermitian conjugate contribution of O3b and assuming c1,2 = c∗1,2,
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O3b νν
h0
d d
O8 νν
e−
h0
u W
d
O†3bd
e−
u
d
e−
u
νe
W
Figure 3. Radiative neutrino mass diagrams for operators O3b (left) and O8 (center), as
well as the contribution to 0νββ decay induced by O3b (right). For the center diagram,
additional mass insertions for the up-type quark and charged lepton are implied.
we can rewrite the expression in terms of Dirac spinors, d = (dL, d¯c)T , ν = (νL, ν¯L)T ,(
cijab1 −
cijab2
2
)
h0
[(
d¯adb
)
(ν¯iνj) +
(
d¯aγ5db
)
(ν¯iγ5νj)
]
, (2.8)
where only the scalar interaction will contribute to the decay due to the pseudoscalar
nature of the kaon and pion. In the following, we absorb the Wilson coefficients into
the scale of NP Λijab,
cijab1 −
cijab2
2
→ 1
Λ3ijab
. (2.9)
In general, every higher dimensional operator can contribute to lower dimensional
operators through radiative (loop) and symmetry breaking effects, see e.g. Ref. [11,
23] in the context of the LNV operators under consideration. Thus each higher
dimensional operator that is considered to directly contribute to a specific observable
as e.g. rare kaon decay will at the same time contribute to the dimension-5 Weinberg
operator. Thus any ∆L = 2 SMEFT operator contributes to a radiatively generated
neutrino Majorana mass [35, 36]. For example, the operators O3b and O8 generate
radiative neutrino masses if the two quark legs are connected via a loop with an
additional mass insertion, Higgs or vector boson loop, respectively, see Fig. 3. The
radiatively generated neutrino mass for O3b can be estimated as
δm(3b)ν ≈
yd
16pi2
v2
Λ3b
, (2.10)
where the appearance of a loop factor and down-type quark Yukawa coupling yd are
evident from Fig. 3 (left). Assuming that this contribution saturates the limit on
the absolute neutrino mass mν . 0.1 − 1 eV from Tritium decay, 0νββ decay and
cosmological considerations therefore put a stringent lower limit on the NP scale of
the order Λ3b & 5×106 GeV for the first generation down-type quark Yukawa coupling
– 9 –
yd = md/v. Similarly, O8 generates radiatively a contribution to the neutrino mass.
While the contributions of the charged Higgs loops cancel each other, the contribution
from the vector boson is the dominant one. Such a limit arising from light neutrino
masses should be considered indirect in the sense that it assumes that the radiative
contribution itself dominates and saturates the bound. Instead, other contributions,
at tree level or otherwise, are expected to exist and can destructively compensate
each other. As we will see in Sec. 4, considerations of the flavour structure in UV
scenarios can also suppress the radiative neutrino mass contribution.
A similar complementarity can be drawn with constraints from 0νββ decay
searches. For each operator of rare meson decays in our analysis, we can compare its
potential contribution to 0νββ decay. However, in this case only a specific flavour
combination can be tested, namely the electron contribution. This has been studied
in detail in [10, 11]. For example, operator O3b induces a contribution as shown in
Fig. 3 (right) that is constrained by the upper limit on the 0νββ decay half life to
Λ3b ≈ 3× 105 GeV.
Using the same procedure, higher dimensional LNV operators, other than O3b
which directly contributes to the rare kaon decay K → piνν, can still be relevant
through radiative or symmetry breaking effects. For example, the dimension-9 oper-
ator O1yd in Table 1, representing a combination of the singlet Weinberg and down-
quark Yukawa operators, yields the effective dimension-6 contribution
1
Λ2K→piνν
=
v3
Λ51yd
, (2.11)
after the Higgs fields acquire their VEV. As another example, the dimension-9 oper-
ator O11b leads to the contribution
1
Λ2K→piνν
=
1
16pi2
ydv
Λ311b
, (2.12)
with a loop formed by a pair of down-type quark fields that includes a mass in-
sertion with an associated Higgs VEV. At Λ(9) & (5 − 50) GeV, the scales coming
from dimension-9 operators are generally lower than those coming from dimension-7
operators.
2.3 Implications for baryogenesis mechanisms
Lepton number violating signals cannot only hint towards a possible Majorana nature
of neutrinos but they can also help in proceeding in the question of what mechanism
generated the baryon asymmetry of our Universe (BAU) quantified in the baryon-
to-photon ratio ηobsB = (6.20± 0.15)× 10−10 [37].
While theoretically it is established that the three Sakharov conditions [38] in-
cluding B−L violation, CP violation and an out-of-equilibrium mechanism, have to
be fulfilled, the underlying mechanism is not yet confirmed. One of the most popular
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solutions is baryogenesis via leptogenesis [39]. In this approach a lepton asymmetry is
generated in the early Universe via CP -violating decays of right-handed neutrinos,
which is translated via SM sphaleron processes into the observable baryon asym-
metry. However, in order to generate a final lepton asymmetry, so-called washout
processes must not be too strong. Otherwise a pre-existing lepton asymmetry could
be diminished, leading to an insufficient observable baryon asymmetry. The ∆L = 2
LNV processes that we focus on, fall into the category of such washout processes.
For a more detailed review on this topic, we refer to [10, 11, 40]. In case of observing
a rare kaon decay pointing towards NP, we can estimate its characteristic energy
scale Λ, which we will discuss in more detail in the next section. Under the assump-
tion that this process violates lepton number, we can derive the scale at which the
washout stops being effective. This gives us an indication what this would imply for
possible leptogenesis and baryogenesis scenarios. Hereby, we follow the approach as
described in Ref. [11]. The evolution of the lepton number density can be described
by the Boltzmann equation [41]
HTnγ
dηL
dT
= −
(
nLni . . .
neqL n
eq
i . . .
− njnk . . .
neqj n
eq
k . . .
)
γeq (Li · · · → jk . . . ) + permutations.
(2.13)
Here, ni is the number density of particle i, with ηi ≡ ni/nγ, where nγ is the num-
ber density of photons. Furthermore, H is the Hubble constant. A superscript eq
indicates an equilibrium distribution, and γeq denotes the equilibrium reaction den-
sity. The dots represent any other particles that appear in the relevant process. In
the following we will consider all processes that one single operator at a time can
generate. Hence, permutations indicates all other possible orderings of fields that
an operator (including the Hermitian conjugate) can generate. Estimating the equi-
librium reaction density γeq according to [11] and expressing the number densities
using chemical potentials and relating those of SM fields through equilibration of the
Yukawa couplings and sphaleron processes [42], the relevant Boltzmann equation is
given with respect to the total asymmetry of the lepton doublet number density,
dη∆L
dz
= −η∆L
z
c′D
ΛPl
Λ
(
T
Λ
)2D−9
, (2.14)
with η∆L ≡ ηL−ηL¯. The dimensionless coefficient c′D is determined according to [11]
by relating the different chemical potentials and considering all possible permutations
of the process as indicated in Eq. (2.13) [11]. The Planck scale is defined as ΛPl =√
8pi3g∗/90T 2/H assuming a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe, where g∗
is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom in the SM. Solving the Boltzmann
equation in Eq. (2.14) shows that even a large asymmetry η∆L = 1 at an initial
temperature T is washed out to a level below the observed baryon asymmetry ηobsB
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in the temperature range
λˆ . T . Λ. (2.15)
Here, the upper limit is imposed by the effective operator description breaking down
at and above Λ. The lower limit is given by [11]
λˆ =
[
(2D − 9) ln
(
10−2
ηobsB
)
λ2D−9 + v2D−9
]1/(2D−9)
, (2.16)
with λ = Λ(Λ/(c′DΛPl))1/(2D−9). Effectively this means that an asymmetry η∆L = 1
generated at an energy scale above λˆ in some mechanism will be erased by the
presence of the given dimension-D LNV operator. Applying this to our operators in
question, this washout scale is shown in Table 5, and it is very close to the electroweak
symmetry breaking scale for all listed LNV observables at their current experimental
limits. Taking the NP scale as the upper limit for the washout for each operator, we
have a range over which the washout is effective. The observation that the washout is
effective over a wide energy range for all dimension-7 operators in the meson decays
tells us that any NP in these rare decays would reveal a new contribution to the
washout in a leptogenesis scenario, assuming the neutrino has a Majorana mass.
3 Rare Kaon Decays
In the following, we discuss in detail the possibility of LNV interactions contribut-
ing to rare kaon decays. For a direct comparison, we first review the expected SM
contribution, in order to focus then on a possible NP contribution due to an under-
lying LNV operator. Such contributions were discussed in [43], but we specifically
focus on how the different currents associated with a LNV or LNC interaction lead
to kinematic differences. This has an impact on the sensitivity of past and ongoing
experiments and opens the door to disentangle LNC and LNV contributions in the fu-
ture. We derive limits on the NP scale for different LNV operators and complement
our analysis by considering fully leptonic meson decays and other complementary
probes for LNV.
3.1 K → piνν¯ within the Standard Model
We focus on the two so-called golden modes K+ → pi+νν¯ and KL → pi0νν¯. The
former proceeds in the SM via the electroweak penguin and box diagrams as depicted
in Fig. 4 [44]. Due to loop and GIM suppression [45], the branching ratio of this
decay mode is very small.
When replacing the spectator u-quark in Fig. 4 by a d-quark, the neutral decay
K0 → pi0νν¯ is described. With K0 and K¯0 transforming into each other under
CP conjugation, only their linear combination leads to CP eigenstates. Their mass
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Figure 4. Contributions to K+ → pi+νν¯ within the SM. A summation over the internal
quark and lepton flavours is implied.
eigenstates KL and KS contain a small admixture  of the state with opposite CP
parity [46],
|KL〉 = 1√
2 + 2||2
[
(1 + )|K0〉+ (1− )|K¯0〉] , (3.1)
where  is a small experimentally determined parameter of O(10−3) quantifying the
indirect CP violation in the mixing.
The theoretically predicted branching ratios of the above SM rare decays can be
parametrized as [47, 48],
BR(K+ → pi+νν¯) = κ˜+
[(
Im(V ∗tsVtdXt)
λ5
)2
+
(
Re(V ∗csVcd)
λ
Pc +
V ∗tsVtdXt
λ5
)2]
,
(3.2)
BR(KL → pi0νν¯) = κL
(
Im(V ∗tsVtdXt)
λ5
)2
. (3.3)
Here, Xt = 1.48 and Pc = 0.404 are dimensionless quantities corresponding to higher
order effects of top and charm quarks, respectively, Vij are the usual CKM matrix
elements and λ ≈ 0.225 is the Wolfenstein parameter. The quantities κ˜+ = 0.517×
10−10 and κL = 2.23× 10−10 include the hadronic matrix elements determined with
a small uncertainty due to their relation to the well measured branching ratios of
the more rapid decays K+ → pi0e+ν and KL → pi−e+ν, respectively [49, 50]. This
allows to theoretically predict the branching ratios of the SM rare kaon decay to a
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high precision [51, 52],
BR(K+ → pi+νν¯)SM = (8.4± 1.0)× 10−11, (3.4)
BR(KL → pi0νν¯)SM = (3.4± 0.6)× 10−11. (3.5)
The uncertainty of the predicted SM value is mainly limited by the experimental
accuracy of the CKM matrix elements [51]. Due to this theoretical cleanliness [53],
the rare kaon decays will provide us with an excellent probe for NP.
It is important to stress that the decay branching ratio ofKL → pi0νν¯ in Eq. (3.3)
is proportional to the imaginary part of the CKM matrix elements, hence requiring
CP violation in the SM, with a sub-dominant CP conserving contribution occurring
only at second order [54]. This as a consequence of the two final state neutrinos
forming a CP-odd state if arising from a left-handed vector current unless there is
neutrino flavour violation.
As evident from Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), the rare decay branching ratio of KL
is smaller than that of K+. Even under the presence of exotic contributions, the
branching ratios are related as
BR(KL → pi0νν¯) < 4.4× BR(K+ → pi+νν¯). (3.6)
This is called the Grossman-Nir (GN) bound [55], and it applies to a wide range
of NP contributions. Breaking of the GN bound is possible if operators with exotic
isospin ∆I = 3/2 [56, 57] are considered, hence requiring exotic dark particles [58–
62]. The bound may also be effectively modified if other decay modes are considered,
e.g. K → piX with an exotic scalar.
3.2 Experimental searches
Currently, the most stringent and confirmed bounds on the branching ratios of the
rare kaon decays are given by the E949 experiment for K+ [63] and by the KOTO
experiment for KL [64, 65].
The E949 experiment has searched for the decay K+ → pi++ nothing at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory, using stopped kaons [63]. Interpreting the result
in terms of the SM contribution, the E949 experiment arrives at
BR(K+ → pi+νν¯)E949, vector =
(
1.73+1.15−1.05
)× 10−10, (3.7)
with an upper limit
BR(K+ → pi+νν¯)E949, vector < 3.35× 10−10, at 90% CL, (3.8)
in agreement with the SM prediction in Eq. (3.4). The E949 experiment also reports
an upper limit on the branching ratio in case of a scalar current, given by
BR(K+ → pi+νν¯)E949, scalar < 21× 10−10, at 90% CL. (3.9)
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The E949 experiment uses two signal regions piνν(1) and piνν(2), which correspond
to kinematic cuts in the measured momentum range and kinetic energy of the pion.
In the following, we will, for simplicity, approximate the signal regions by performing
cuts in the momentum ppi only such that 211 MeV < ppi < 229 MeV (piνν(1)) and
140 MeV < ppi < 199 MeV (piνν(2)).
The NA62 experiment is an ongoing effort searching for the decay-in-flight
K+ → pi++ nothing at CERN [66, 67]. Both the final pion momentum and the
missing squared-energy s are observables. For the NA62 experiment, the signal re-
gions 1 and 2 correspond to 0 < s < 0.01 GeV2 and 0.025 GeV2 < s < 0.068 GeV2,
respectively, with both signal regions also being constrained in the pion momentum
by 15 GeV < ppi < 35 GeV. NA62 is expected to probe the decay at SM sensitivity
in the near future [68]. The most stringent upper limit put by NA62 is3
BR(K+ → pi+νν¯)NA62 < 1.78× 10−10, at 90 % CL. (3.10)
This is in agreement with both the SM prediction and the E949 result. In the future,
the NA62 experiment aims to probe the rare kaon decay with 10% precision [70].
Based on this prescription, we estimate a projected upper limit
BR(K+ → pi+νν¯)futureNA62 . 1.11× 10−10, at 90% CL. (3.11)
The KOTO experiment is searching for the decay KL → pi0+ nothing at J-
PARC [64]. Like NA62, KOTO uses decay-in-flight techniques, but their observables
differ due to the different particles involved. The decay of the final pion into two
photons occurs within the kaon beam, and the position of the decay along the beam,
as well as the transverse momentum of the pion, are reconstructed from measure-
ments of the two photons [64]. The KOTO experiment has a single signal region
which is defined by cuts in the transverse momentum pT of the final state pion, and
the location of the decay Zvtx along the beam axis, where the lower cut in trans-
verse momentum depends on Zvtx. The kaon momentum distribution peaks at 1.4
GeV, with a broad spectrum ranging from 0 GeV to approximately 5 GeV [71]. The
branching ratio obtained by KOTO is
BR(KL → pi0νν¯)KOTO < 3.0× 10−9, at 90% CL. (3.12)
Interpreting the result using the 2016-2018 data in terms of the SM contribution,
KOTO finds
BR(KL → pi0νν¯)KOTO =
(
2.1+4.1−1.7
)× 10−9, at 95% CL. (3.13)
3A central value of BR(K+ → pi+νν¯)NA62 =
(
11.0+4.0−3.5 ± 0.3
) × 10−11 (3.5σ significance) [69]
based on 17 observed events with an estimated background of 5.3 events has recently been reported
by the NA62 collaboration.
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As evident from Eq. (3.13), the KOTO result is barely in agreement with the GN
bound arising from Eq. (3.8), with the KOTO central value higher and outside the
GN bound. This makes the KOTO result difficult to interpret in terms of NP.
Furthermore, the 2016-2018 data of KOTO is only preliminary and subject to further
analysis [72].
We emphasize that the above quoted limits and measurements, except for the
limit in Eq. (3.9), were derived assuming the SM contribution or more generally an
effective operator with the same Lorentz structure as the SM contribution. Due to
the kinematic selection criteria and acceptances, all experiments only probe a part
of the available phase space and the theoretical decay rate and thus branching ratio
can only be determined assuming a given differential phase space distribution. To
obtain an experimental branching ratio for different currents, it is not enough to only
consider the phase space cuts, due to the difference in expected background in the
parts of the phase space. A statistical analysis of the signal events is therefore needed,
which is beyond the scope of this work. As we will see below, LNV contributions
involving scalar currents have a considerably different distribution and the derived
bounds on the branching ratio will be modified.
3.3 K → piνν beyond the Standard Model
In order to study the impact of potential new, LNV physics on the rare kaon decay
K → piνν, we parametrize its matrix element in terms of the effective low energy
interaction arising from the operator O3b in Eq. (2.4),
iM = v
Λ3ijsd
〈piνiνj| d¯sνiνj |K〉 . (3.14)
Here, the fermion 4-component fields are defined as d = (dL, d¯c)T , ν = (νL, ν¯L)T . The
quark flavour indices are fixed to s and d by the kaon and pion quark flavour content.
The indices i, j label the different neutrino states. In calculating the amplitudes of
the rare kaon decays, a form-factor approach is used in this section. It is possible to
also perform these calculations using chiral perturbation theory [43].
Given the field ordering in Eq. (2.7), we can replace the meson component of the
matrix element in Eq. (3.14) with the corresponding scalar form factor,
iM = v
Λ3ijsd
〈pi(p′)| d¯s |K(p)〉 ν¯i(k)νj(k′). (3.15)
This yields the squared matrix element
|M|2 = v
2
Λ6ijsd
(
m2K −m2pi
ms −md f
K
0 (s)
)2
s. (3.16)
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The squared meson momentum transfer and, equivalently, the invariant mass-squared
of the neutrino system is s = (p − p′)2 = (k + k′)2. The scalar form factor fK0 (s) is
defined through [73, 74]
〈pi(p′)| d¯s |K(p)〉 = m
2
K −m2pi
ms −md f
K
0 (s), (3.17)
with the s, d quark masses ms = 95 MeV and md = 4.7 MeV, and the form factor
itself is given by [50, 74]
fK0 (s) = f
K
+ (0)
(
1 + λ0
s
m2pi
)
, (3.18)
with λ0 = 13.38× 10−3 and the factors at zero momentum transfer,
fK
+
+ (0) = 0.9778, f
KL
+ (0) = 0.9544, (3.19)
for the decay of K+ and KL, respectively. The scalar form factor can be derived
from the vector form factor [73, 74] using the equations of motion for the quarks [75].
Also note that the pseudo-scalar part in Eq. (3.15) vanishes, 〈pi| d¯γ5s |K〉 = 0, as the
transition of the pseudo-scalar kaon to a pseudo-scalar pion is parity conserving4.
Given the matrix element Eq. (3.15), the differential decay rate may be expressed
in terms of the invariants s and t = (k′ + p′)2 as
Γ (K → piνiνj)
ds dt
=
1
1 + δij
1
(2pi)3
1
32m3K
|M|2,
=
1
1 + δij
1
(2pi)3
1
32m3K
v2
Λ6ijsd
(
m2K −m2pi
ms −md
)2
|fK0 (s)|2s, (3.20)
where the factor 1/(1 + δij) is included to account for two identical neutrinos. The
phase space is described by the intervals t ∈ [t−, t+] and s ∈ [0, (mK −mpi)2] with
t± = m2pi −
1
2
(
s− (m2K −m2pi)∓√λ (s,m2K ,m2pi)) , (3.21)
where λ (a, b, c) is the Källén function.
4In our analysis we consider only pseudoscalar pion final states. In principle, a similar study
could also be conducted for vector mesons in the final state. In this case, only the pseudoscalar
current would contribute while the scalar current would vanish. However, the lightest vector meson,
ρ, is too massive to be produced in kaon decays. It can be produced e.g. in the rare decay B → ρνν
and puts a bound on the NP scale in B-meson decays (BR(B+ → ρ+νν) < 3.0× 10−5 at 95% CL
[52]). However, the bound from B → piνν is more stringent (BR(B+ → pi+νν) < 1.4×10−5 at 95%
CL [52]). As this is the case for most pseudoscalar meson decays into vector meson final states, we
do not consider them in our analysis.
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Performing the integrals and using the total ΓK+ decay width ΓK+ = 5.32 ×
10−17 GeV, the K+ → pi+νν branching ratio may be expressed as
BRLNV(K+ → pi+νiνj) = 10−10
(
19.2 TeV
Λijsd
)6
. (3.22)
Likewise, using the total ΓKL decay width ΓKL = 1.29× 10−17 GeV, the KL → pi0νν
branching ratio is expressed as
BRLNV(KL → pi0νiνj) = 10−10
(
24.9 TeV
Λijsd
)6
. (3.23)
For comparison, the SM contribution can be derived using the effective dimension-6
interaction
LK→piνν¯SM =
1
Λ2SM
3∑
i=1
(ν¯iγ
µ (1− γ5) νi)
(
d¯γµ (1− γ5) s
)
. (3.24)
Using the same formalism as above, the matrix element for kaon decay is given by
iM = 〈pi(p′)νi(k)ν¯i(k′)| LK→piνν¯SM |K(p)〉 , (3.25)
yielding the squared matrix element
|M|2 = 6
Λ4SM
[
m2K
(
t−m2pi
)− t (s+ t−m2pi)] fK+ (s)2. (3.26)
Here, the form factor arising from the quark vector current is given by
fK+ (s) = f
K
+ (0)
(
1 + λ′+
s
m2pi
+ λ′′+
s2
m4pi
)
. (3.27)
The constants are λ′+ = 24.82 × 10−3, λ′′+ = 1.64 × 10−3 and the zero-momentum
transfer values are as in Eq. (3.19). Integrating over the phase space as described
above yields the SM branching ratios in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) where the effective
operator scales can be matched with the loop calculation result yielding |ΛK+SM | =
8.5 TeV and | Im(ΛKLSM)| = 15.4 TeV.
The branching ratios of K+ → pi+ν (−)ν and K0 → pi0ν (−)ν under the presence of
both the LNV and the SM contribution are then given by
BR(K → piν (−)ν ) = BRSM(K → piνν¯) +
3∑
i≤=j
BRLNV(K → piνiνj). (3.28)
The interference between the SM and LNV contribution is negligible, being sup-
pressed by the small neutrino mass.
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Figure 5. Normalized double differential decay width with respect to the squared missing
energy s and pion momentum ppi for the SM decay K+ → pi+νν¯ (left) and the LNV decay
K+ → pi+νν (right). The pion momentum is measured in the lab frame where the kaon has
the momentum |pK+ | = 75 GeV and the shaded areas correspond to the two signal regions
of the NA62 experiment.
3.4 Kinematic distributions in K → piνν
As emphasized above, the LNV contribution to the rare kaon decays proceeds via
a scalar current in contrast to a vector current in the SM. This modifies the differ-
ential decay distributions as observed experimentally. Once the decays have been
positively observed this can be potentially used to distinguish between the different
contributions or probe an exotic admixture within a dominant SM distribution. The
different distributions are also important in setting limits on exotic contributions as
the NA62, E949 and KOTO experiments have different kinematic acceptances and
can probe only a fiducial subset of the whole phase space. The derived limits on or
measurements of the branching ratios are therefore always dependent on the assumed
kinematic distribution.
In Eqs. (3.15) and (3.26) we gave the kaon decay matrix elements of the exotic
LNV operator and the SM case, respectively, expressed in terms of the invariants
s = (k − k′)2 and t = (k′ + p′)2. As described in Eq. (3.20), this determines the
differential decay rate. In Fig. 5 we show the double differential K+ → pi+νν¯ decay
width as a function of the pion momentum ppi = |ppi| and missing squared-energy
s in the lab frame of the NA62 experiment with kaon momentum |pK+| = 75 GeV,
for both the SM (left) and LNV case (right). The upper edges of the phase space
correspond to configurations where the direction of the pion momentum is parallel
to the kaon beam. We also indicate the two signal regions (SR1, SR2) of the NA62
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Experiment SM (vector) LNV (scalar)
NA62 SR 1 6% 0.3%
NA62 SR 2 17% 15%
E949 piνν(1) 29% 2%
E949 piνν(2) 45% 38%
KOTO 64% 30%
Table 2. Percentage of the differential partial width Γ(K → piνν) that falls within the kine-
matic cuts corresponding to the signal regions of the NA62, E949, and KOTO experiments,
as defined in Section 3.2, for both vector and scalar currents.
experiment as defined in Sec. 3.2. They are designed to minimize the background,
which we will indicate below. In this representation, the kinematic distributions in
the SM and LNV case are strikingly different, with the former peaking at s = 0 and
the latter at the maximum missing squared-energy smax = (mK −mpi)2. This can be
understood from angular momentum considerations with the left-handed vector and
scalar currents involved.
The signal regions define the fiducial part of the phase space covered by the
experiment. In Table 2, the fraction of the total width that falls within the two NA62
signal is shown. The fractions are obtained by integrating over the differential decay
rate within each kinematic signal region. The percentages indicate how sensitive
the experiment is to a specific mode but we stress that it does not directly allow
to set limits. For this, a dedicated statistical analysis is needed. From Table 2 it
is apparent that NA62 is expected to be more sensitive to a vector current than a
scalar current, with a total coverage SR 1 + SR 2 ≈ 23% in the SM compared to
SR 1 + SR 2 ≈ 15% in the LNV case. The different sensitivities of the two signal
regions SR 1 and SR 2 can also be used to distinguish between vector and scalar
currents as the ratio of number of events between the two regions is predicted from
kinematics. Specifically, the ratio SR 1 : SR 2 ≈ 0.02 is very small in the LNV case
compared to SR 1 : SR 2 ≈ 0.35 for the SM.
In Fig. 6 we show the partial decay width in the SM and LNV case as a function
of s, calculated by integrating over the pion momentum in Fig. 5, in comparison
to the relevant background for NA62 as given in [66]. Here, s denotes the energy
carried away by the neutrino pair, which is not measured directly, but inferred from
the pion energy and direction. For the SM mode, we have used the SM scale fixed by
Eq. (3.4), while the LNV operator scale is chosen such that both decays have equal
total decay widths. As the SM and LNV rare kaon decay widths are much smaller
than those of the background processes, both are multiplied by a factor 1010 for better
visibility. However, within the signal regions further efficient background rejection
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Figure 6. Differential decay width with respect to the squared missing energy s. The red
and blue solid lines correspond to the LNV and SM decays K+ → pi+νν and K+ → pi+νν¯,
respectively, where both differential decay widths have been multiplied with a factor 1010
for visibility. The corresponding red and blue dotted lines show the same but with the
additional constraint that only the pion momentum range of the NA62 signal regions has
been integrated over. The dashed lines show distributions of relevant background processes,
and the two light blue areas are the two signal regions at the NA62 experiment. For the
background processes, s is defined under the assumption that the final state charged particle
is a pi+.
is applied, as the main background arises from K+ → e+pi0νe and K+ → µ+pi0νµ,
where particle identification and photon rejection can be used [66]. Photon rejection
reduces the accepted signal of background events with pi0 in the final state, as the
pi0 quickly decays into two high energy photons. Assuming the charged particle in
the final state is a pi+, the kinematics of decays with misidentified µ+ or e+ final
states will appear to violate energy conservation. From subsequent measurements
of the charged particle momentum, pi+ particles are then identified based on their
kinematics. In Fig. 6, we also show the signal region intervals in s of the NA62
experiment shaded in blue. In addition, the red and blue dotted curves give the
SM and LNV differential decay rates calculated by only integrating over the pion
momentum range 15 GeV < ppi < 35 GeV as required by the two signal regions.
As already indicated in Table 2, the SM and LNV cases are approximately equally
covered by SR 2 but the LNV distribution in SR 1 is highly suppressed.
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Figure 7. Left: Normalized differential decay width with respect to the pion kinetic
energy in the center of mass frame as applicable in the E949 experiment. The red and
blue solid lines correspond to the LNV and SM decays K+ → pi+νν and K+ → pi+νν¯,
respectively, and the dashed red and blue lines dorrespond to the LNV and SM decays
after performing kinematic cuts at the E949 experiment. Left: The same but showing the
normalized differential decay width with respect to the transverse pion momentum relative
to the kaon beam with fixed momentum |pK | = 1.4 GeV, as approximately applicable in
the KOTO experiment. In both plots, the shaded areas indicate the signal regions of the
E949 and KOTO experiments, respectively.
An analysis as the above can be repeated for the E949 and KOTO experiment,
which have different production and detection setups; ideally it should include a ded-
icated detector simulation to determine the experimental acceptances to the different
modes and to determine the constraints or expected sensitivity on the LNV mode,
also under the presence of the SM contribution. In Fig. 7 we show the correspond-
ing distributions with respect to the pion momentum in the kaon center-of-mass
frame (left) and the pion transverse momentum relative to a boosted kaon direction
(right), as approximately applicable in the E949 and KOTO experiments, respec-
tively. The shaded areas again indicate the corresponding signal regions, and in all
cases we expect that the experiments are more sensitive to the SM mode with a
better coverage within the signal regions. The resulting percentage of the partial
width contained within the respective signal regions is shown in Table 2. For E949,
the total SM mode coverage is piνν¯(1) + piνν¯(2) ≈ 74% and for the LNV mode it is
piνν¯(1) + piνν¯(2) ≈ 40%. Due to further selection criteria, the acceptance is reduced
near the edges of the signal regions leading to a further reduction, in the LNV case.
The corresponding distributions for scalar and vector currents, provided in [63], after
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the experimental selection are also shown in Fig. 7 (left). For KOTO, with the rel-
evant transverse pion momentum distribution shown in Fig. 7 (right), the selection
criteria cover 64% of SM events but only 30% of LNV events as shown in Table 2.
3.5 Scale of NP in K → piνν
We emphasize that we here discuss only the most basic event selection based on
the key kinematic properties of the pion. A comprehensive analysis requires a full
event simulation with detector effects to determine the sensitivity of the two decay
modes in the respective experiment. For example, in Fig. 7 (right) we omit the
dependence on the kaon decay location Zvtx on which additional selection criteria
apply as discussed in Sec. 3.2.
In general, both the SM and LNV mode, will contribute and the total number
of observed signal events at a given experiment may be generically expressed as
N(K → piνν) =
(
BR(K → piνν¯)SMASM + BR(K → piνν)LNVALNV
)
NK . (3.29)
Here, NK is the total number of kaons produced and ASM and ALNV are the overall
experimental acceptances in the respective modes. In order to estimate the current
limit and future sensitivity we use the branching ratio limits in Sec. 3.2 and the
values in Table 2 to infer the relative acceptance ALNV/ASM.
While E949 provides a limit on scalar currents applicable to the LNV mode,
we stress that it is determined using actual experimental data while assuming no
SM contribution. We instead use the above description with the relative acceptance
ALNV/ASM = 0.41 that we have extracted from the analysis in [63],
BR(K → piνν¯)SM +
(
ALNV
ASM
)
×
3∑
i≤j=1
BR(K → piνiνj)LNV
=BR(K → piνν¯)SM +
(
ALNV
ASM
)
× 3× BR(K → piν1ν1)LNV < 3.35× 10−10, (3.30)
to determine the limit on the LNV operator scales. Furthermore, we assume that
the operator couples equally to all three SM neutrino species.
Although several operators could be realised in a complete UV model as ex-
emplified in Sec. 4, we focus on one operator at a time. Hereby, we do not limit
our analysis to O3b that is able to trigger K → piνν at tree level, but consider also
operators which could lead to the decay at loop-level. In Table 3, we present the
limit on the NP scale
∑
i Λiisd for different ∆L = 2 dimension-7 and 9 operators. As
expected, the NP scale is most stringently constrained for the dimension-7 operator
O3b inducing the decay at tree level. Operators of dimension-9 contribute to the
rare kaon decay via loops or additional Higgs mass insertions, but are generally more
suppressed.
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O 1/Λ2K→piνν
∑
i Λ
E949
iisd [TeV] mν Λmν [TeV]
1yd v
3
Λ5
2.4 yd
16pi2
v4
Λ3
11.6
3b v
Λ3
11.5 yd
16pi2
v2
Λ
5.2× 104
3bH
2
f(Λ)
v
Λ3
5.7 yd
16pi2
v2
Λ
f(Λ) 330
5 1
16pi2
v
Λ3
2.6 yd
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
330
10 1
16pi2
yev
Λ3
0.8 yeyd
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
9.6× 10−4
11b 1
16pi2
ydv
Λ3
0.8
y2d
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
8.9× 10−3
14b 1
16pi2
yuv
Λ3
2.9 ydyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
4.1× 10−3
66 f(Λ) v
Λ3
5.1 yd
16pi2
v2
Λ
f(Λ) 330
Table 3. Dimension-7 and 9 operators and their effective dimension-6 strength 1/Λ2K→piνν
contributing to the rare kaon decay K → piνν. Here, v is the Higgs VEV, with f(Λ) =(
1
16pi2
+ v
2
Λ2
)
, yi are SM fermion Yukawa couplings and Λ is the scale of the operator in
question. The constraints are calculated using Eq. (3.30) with the current E949 limit.
We assume that all NP is described by a single operator at a time. The neutrino mass
scales Λmν are calculated for first generation Yukawa couplings, assuming a neutrino mass
mν = 0.1 eV.
We compare the resulting NP scale with the one required if the studied operator
would be the only mechanism to also radiatively generate the neutrino mass. We es-
timate the corresponding scale as outlined around Eq. (2.10) and assume a neutrino
mass mν = 0.1 eV. Except for the operators that require two Yukawa couplings to
generate a neutrino mass, the scale of radiative neutrino mass generation is typically
higher than the scale of kaon decay, both for first and third generation Yukawa cou-
plings. At face value, this would render any NP in kaon decays with these operators
unobservable, as the unobserved Majorana mass of the neutrino provides a more
stringent constraint. However, in a UV complete model different contributions could
potentially cancel in a non-trivial way such that it is recommended not to constrain
oneself by neutrino masses from the start. We discuss such an example in section 4,
where we introduce a UV complete realisation including leptoquarks.
3.6 Fully leptonic LNV meson decays
Not all operators from Table 1 can mediate the rare kaon decay K → piνν at short
range and it is interesting to study the potential of other meson decays. With respect
to LNV, in particular meson decays with charged leptons are of interest, as LNV can
be directly experimentally observed. While LNV decays such as K+ → pi−`+`+
[20] require at least a dimension-9 operator at short range, the fully leptonic decays
pi+ → µ+ν¯e and K+ → µ+ν¯e [32] are possible at dimension-7, although LNV is
partially contained in the invisible neutrino, and the µ+ν¯e final state implies lepton
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flavor non-conservation. These decays can be similarly mediated by the SMEFT
operator O3b,
O3b = LαLβQρdcHσαρβσ → h0dcuLeLνL. (3.31)
However, unlike the decay K → piνν, the fully leptonic LNV meson decays can also
be mediated by other dimension-7 operators, such as
O8 = Lαe¯cu¯cdcHβαβ → h0dcu¯ce¯cνL, (3.32)
where the chirality of the final charged lepton and initial up-type quark is different
from the case where the decay is mediated by O3b. The fully leptonic decays can
proceed through any operator that is able to mediate the semi-leptonic decays, while
the reverse statement does not hold.
In the fully leptonic decays of a pseudo-scalar meson, the hadronic matrix ele-
ment consists of a parity odd pseudo-scalar meson decaying into vacuum, which is
parity-even [76, 77]. Hence, the corresponding current in this case has to be parity-
odd. Using the standard parametrization, we write the hadronic matrix elements
with a vector or axial vector current as
〈0| q¯2γµq1 |M(p)〉 = 0
〈0| q¯2γµγ5q1 |M(p)〉 = −ifMpµ, (3.33)
where fM is the decay constant of the pseudoscalar meson M . From the equation of
motion,
i∂µ (q¯2γ
µγ5q1) = − (mq1 +mq2) q¯2γ5q1, (3.34)
with q1 and q2 being the two constituent quarks involved in the interaction, we obtain
the corresponding (pseudo-)scalar form factors,
〈0| q¯2q1 |M(p)〉 = 0,
〈0| q¯2γ5q1 |M(p)〉 = i m
2
M
mq1 +mq2
fM . (3.35)
Hence, we can write the matrix element for M → µ+ν¯e (M = K+, pi+) based on the
LNV interaction via O3b as
iM = i v
Λ3ijkn
(
m2M −m2µ
) m2M
mqk +mqn
fM , (3.36)
from which the two-body decay width can be easily calculated. We can thus derive
the NP scales of LNV operators in a similar fashion to the semi-leptonic case in the
previous section,
BR
(
K+ → µ+ν¯e
)
= 10−3
(
2.9 TeV
Λµesd
)6
,
BR
(
pi+ → µ+ν¯e
)
= 10−3
(
2.0 TeV
Λµeud
)6
. (3.37)
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O 1/Λ2
M+→`+i ν¯j
Λµeus [TeV] Λµeud [TeV] mν Λmν [TeV]
3a v
Λ3
2.2 1.7 ydg
2
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
69
3aH
2
f(Λ)
v
Λ3
1.3 1.1 ydg
2
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f(Λ) 0.4
4a v
Λ3
2.2 1.7 yu
16pi2
v2
Λ
2.4× 104
4aH
2
f(Λ)
v
Λ3
1.3 1.1 yu
16pi2
v2
Λ
f(Λ) 150
4b† v
Λ3
2.2 1.7 yug
2
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
33
4b†H
2
f(Λ)
v
Λ3
1.3 1.1 yug
2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
0.2
6 f(Λ) v
Λ3
1.3 1.1 yu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
150
7 v
3
Λ5
0.8 0.7 yeg
2
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
f(Λ) 0.6
8 v
Λ3
2.2 1.7 yeydyug
2
(16pi2)2
v4
Λ3
4.3× 10−4
8H
2
f(Λ)
v
Λ3
1.3 1.1 yeydyug
2
(16pi2)2
v4
Λ3
f(Λ) 7.9× 10−5
11a 1
16pi2
ydv
Λ3
0.2 0.1
y2dg
2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
1.2× 10−5
12a 1
16pi2
yuv
Λ3
0.6 0.5 y
2
u
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
1.9× 10−3
12b∗ 1
16pi2
yuv
Λ3
0.7 0.6 y
2
ug
2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
2.6× 10−6
13 1
16pi2
yev
Λ3
0.2 0.2 yeyu
(16pi2)2
v2
Λ
4.5× 10−4
14a 1
16pi2
(yu+yd)v
Λ3
0.6 0.5 yuydg
2
(16pi2)3
v2
Λ
5.6× 10−6
16 1
16pi2
yev
Λ3
0.1 0.1 ydyug
4
(16pi2)4
v2
Λ
7.4× 10−9
19 1
16pi2
ydv
Λ3
0.1 0.1
yeyuy2dg
2
(16pi2)3
v4
Λ3
2.4× 10−6
20 1
16pi2
yuv
Λ3
0.5 0.4 yey
2
uydg
2
(16pi2)3
v4
Λ3
1.8× 10−6
Table 4. Dimension-7 and 9 operators and the effective dimension-6 operators strength
contributing to the LNV fully leptonic charged pion and kaon decays. Here v is the Higgs
VEV, with f(Λ) =
(
1
16pi2
+ v
2
Λ2
)
, yi are the SM fermion Yukawa couplings, Λ is the NP scale
of the operator in question, and g is the weak coupling constant. We only list operators that
do not also contribute to the rare kaon decay K → piνν. The limits on the scales ΛK+,pi+µekn
are determined using the experimental constraints in Eq. (3.38). The neutrino mass scales
Λmν are calculated for first generation Yukawa couplings, assuming a diagonal CKM matrix
and neutrino mass mν = 0.1 eV.
Here, we specifically focus on the decays K+ → µ+ν¯e and pi+ → µ+ν¯e as they are
experimentally constrained by neutrino oscillation experiment searches [32],
BR
(
K+ → µ+ν¯e
)
< 3.3× 10−3,
BR
(
pi+ → µ+ν¯e
)
< 1.5× 10−3. (3.38)
Other dimension-7 and 9 LNV operators can similarly be constrained and the
results are shown in Table 4. Note that we do not include the operators that we
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studied in the context of semi-leptonic decays in Table 3, since we expect the semi-
leptonic decays to put more stringent constraints on these operators than the fully
leptonic decays. This can indeed be seen by comparing for example the limit on the
NP scales of operators O3b from Table 3 (11.5 TeV) and O3a from Table 4 (2.4 TeV).
Constrained by the fully leptonic decays, operator O3b would similarly lead to a lower
limit of 2.4 TeV. Therefore, the operators that are able to mediate semi-leptonic me-
son decays are not considered for the fully leptonic analysis. As in the semi-leptonic
case, the dimension-7 operators provide more stringent limits than the dimension-9
ones. Similarly, the radiative neutrino mass generation scales are generally higher
than the ones from meson decays, except when multiple first generation Yukawa cou-
plings are involved. In the LNV decay of a pi+, the quark flavour content is the same
as in 0νββ decay, and the corresponding operator would, in this respect, generally
get more stringent contraints on the NP scale from 0νββ decay than from the pi+
decay. However, specifically in the LNV decay pi+ → µ+ν¯e, the lepton flavour content
is dissimilar from that of 0νββ decay, and the corresponding NP scale could differ in
a flavour non-blind UV complete scenario.
3.7 Overview of LNV probes
Apart from the decays of kaons and pions discussed above, the different operators
of Table 1 could be observed in LNV processes such as µ− to e+ conversion, 0νββ
decay, and other LNV meson decays such as that of B-mesons. We do not attempt
to give a full account of all processes and modes. In Table 5, we instead compare the
NP scales for these processes determined by the operator constraining this observable
the most. By far, the highest limit on the NP scale comes from 0νββ decay [11].
However, this observable is only sensitive to LNV in electrons, as well as only to
first generation quarks. In the context of the rare decay K → piνν, we have already
discussed the NA62, KOTO and E949 experiments, where we have focussed on the
latter to set bounds on the scalar mode induced by the LNV operator. We here
also estimate the limits on K+ → pi+νν and KL → pi0νν from NA62 and KOTO.
Because these experiments do not attempt to constrain scalar currents, we estimate
their acceptance using the theoretical decay width integrated over the fiducial phase
space of the respective experiment as given in Table 2. The limit on the LNV operator
scale is then determined analogous to Eq. (3.30), with ALNV/ASM = 0.23/0.15 for
NA62 and ALNV/ASM = 0.64/0.30 for KOTO.
We have already discussed fully leptonic LNV decays of pions, an example of
which is listed in Table 5. Another interesting mode is pi0 → νν where the strongest
limit originates from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis for Dirac neutrinos. Since we are
considering Majorana neutrinos in our analysis, this limit is mainly interesting for
comparison in a broader perspective. A less stringent limit of BR < 2.7×10−7 at 90%
CL [82], coming from colliders, and not necessarily relying on Dirac neutrinos, would
lead to a lower scale Λµeud > 0.3 TeV. Constraints coming from the LNV decays of
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Process Experimental limit O ΛNPijkn [TeV] λˆ [TeV]
K+ → pi+νν BRNA62future < 1.11× 10−10 O3b
∑
i Λiisd > 19.6 0.213
K+ → pi+νν BRNA62current < 1.78× 10−10 [67] O3b
∑
i Λiisd > 17.2 0.196
KL → pi0νν BRKOTOcurrent < 3.0× 10−9 [71] O3b
∑
i Λiisd > 12.3 0.178
B+ → pi+νν BR < 1.4× 10−5 [52] O3b
∑
i Λiibd > 1.4 0.174
B+ → K+νν BR < 1.6× 10−5 [52] O3b
∑
i Λiibs > 1.4 0.174
B0 → pi0νν BR < 9× 10−6 [52] O3b
∑
i Λiibd > 1.5 0.174
B0 → K0νν BR < 2.6× 10−5 [52] O3b
∑
i Λiibs > 1.3 0.174
K+ → µ+ν¯e BR < 3.3× 10−3 [32] O3a Λµesu > 2.4 0.174
pi+ → µ+ν¯e BR < 1.5× 10−3 [32] O3a Λµeud > 1.9 0.174
pi0 → νν BR < 2.9× 10−13 [78] O3b Λννud > 3.4 0.174
0νββ T
136Xe
1/2 ≤ 1.07× 1026 yrs [79] O3b Λeeud > 330 3.5
µ− → e+ RTiµ−e+ < 1.7× 10−12 [80] O14b Λµeud > 0.01 0.174
Table 5. Selected limits on LNV operator scales from different experimental constraints.
For NA62 and KOTO we have estimated the sensitivity to scalar currents using the theo-
retical decay widths in the fiducial phase space of the respective experiment. The NP scales
for 0νββ decay and µ− → e+ conversion are calculated in [11] and [81], respectively. The
quantity λˆ denotes the temperature above which the washout of lepton asymmetry due to
the given operator and scale is highly effective.
the bottom mesons B+ and B0 are generally less stringent than those coming from
kaons, but are nevertheless interesting, as the bottom mesons probe couplings to the
third generation quarks, as well as second or first generation, depending on whether
the final state contains a kaon or pion. For strange quarks, the most constraining
observable is indeed the rare kaon decay K+ → pi+νν based on the experimental
limit from the E949 experiment and is expected to be improved by NA62 in the near
future.
In addition to the experimental constraints, we show in Table 5 the temperature
λˆ below which the washout of lepton number would cease to be efficient based on
the scale that was derived from the corresponding observable. This was discussed
in Section 2.3. A lepton and thus baryon asymmetry (if sphalerons are in thermal
equilibrium) will be effectively washed out. This implies that an observation of one
of the listed processes will immediately lead to tension with baryogenesis scenarios
at higher scales. In order to be fully conclusive, all flavours have to be equilibrated
or lepton flavour violation around the same NP scales should be observed.
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4 Example for a possible UV completion: Leptoquarks
In the following, we discuss a possible UV completion giving rise to the operator O3b
that we studied in the context of rare kaon decay K → piνν and O8 that we analyzed
in the context of the fully leptonic kaon decay modes. Following the conventions of
[83], we can generate O3b by a pair of scalar leptoquarks, namely via the combination
of the scalar leptoquark R˜2 with either S1 or S3. Under the SM gauge group SU(3)c×
SU(2)L × U(1)Y , they have the following representations
R˜2 ∈ (3, 2, 1/6) ,
S1 ∈ (3¯, 1, 1/3) ,
S3 ∈ (3¯, 3, 1/3) .
(4.1)
For simplicity we focus on one combination of leptoquarks, R˜2 and S1, and extend
the SM Lagrangian correspondingly [84],
L = LSM − R˜†α2 (2+m2R˜2)R˜2α − S∗1(2+m2S1)S1
+ µS1H
†αR˜2α − gik1 L¯iαiσαβ2 R˜∗2βd
c
k − gjn2 QαnLβj αβS1
− gjn3 u¯cnejS1 + h.c. .
(4.2)
Here, Roman letters indicate flavour indices and Greek letters SU(2)L indices, and
σ2 stands for the second Pauli matrix. Furthermore, u, d, and e are the usual
SU(2)L singlets. The leptoquarks R˜2 and S1 both carry lepton number L = −1,
but differ in their baryon number, with R˜2 carrying B = 1/3 and S1 baryon number
B = −1/3 [83]. The coupling between the leptoquarks and the SM Higgs features
an LNV vertex with µ being a dimensionful coupling which we assume to be real.
In order to match it with our previously introduced effective operators, we integrate
out the heavy leptoquarks (assuming mR˜2 , mS1  ΛEW). We arrive at two effective
contributions [84]: Firstly, we obtain a dimension-6 lepton number conserving part,
L6D = −g
ik
1 g
∗jn
1
2m2
R˜2
d¯nγ
µdkL¯
α
i γµLjα +
gik2 g
∗jn
2
2m2S1
αβρσQ¯
α
nγ
µQρkL¯
β
i γµL
σ
j
+
gik3 g
∗jn
3
2m2S1
u¯nγ
µuke¯iγµej − g
ik
2 g
∗jn
3
2m2S1
αβ
(
u¯nQ
α
k e¯iLjβ −
1
4
u¯nσ
µνQαk e¯iσµνL
β
j
)
,
(4.3)
with σµν = i
2
[γµ, γν ], where the second term resembles the SM contribution leading
to a vector current. Secondly, we acquire a dimension-7 lepton number violating
part,
L7D = µg
ik
1 g
jn
2
m2
R˜2
m2S1
Lαi H
βdckQ
µ
nL
ν
j αβµν +
µgik1 g
jn
3
m2
R˜2
m2S1
Lαi H
βdcku
c
ne
c
jαβ. (4.4)
We can identify the first term in Eq. (4.4) with operator O3b and the second term
with operator O8. As discussed before, both terms will generate radiative neutrino
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Figure 8. Contributions of the simplified R˜2-S1 leptoquark model via the interactions in
Eq. (4.4) to meson decays with one or two neutrinos in the final state (left) and to the
neutrino mass (right). The top diagrams correspond to contributions arising from O3b,
whereas the bottom diagrams correspond to O8.
masses and similarly will lead to meson decays if all lepton and quark generations
couple similarly to the leptoquarks. We show the corresponding diagrams in Fig. 8.
As discussed in Section 3.5 and displayed in Tab. 3, the experimental bounds on the
neutrino mass constrain the scale of the corresponding operators more stringently
than arising from kaon decays. Hence, an a LNV contribution to rare kaon decays
would imply some non-trivial flavour pattern contributing to the neutrino mass gen-
eration. For example, flavour-specific couplings between the leptoquarks and quarks
could lead to a suppression within the neutrino mass contributions while still con-
tributing to the rare kaon decays. In order to demonstrate such a situation, we relate
the effective operator scale Λijkn with the model parameters of the simplified R˜2-S1
leptoquark model with the coupling constants of the two leptoquarks being matrices
in flavour space,
1
Λ3ijkn
≡
µgik1 g
jn
2/3
m2
R˜2
m2S1
. (4.5)
According to the results given Table 3 for O3b5, we realize that the constraint coming
from the radiative neutrino mass generation is stronger than the one from kaon decay
under the assumption of flavor democratic couplings. Hence, an observation of the
5The constraint on the neutrino mass for O8 from Table 4, corresponding to the coupling of S1
to SU(2)L singlet fields, is less stringent than that of O3b, corresponding to the coupling of S1 to
SU(2)L doublet fields.
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rare kaon decay would either point us towards a lepton conserving contribution only
or a flavor specific coupling of the leptoquarks.
For example, if R˜2 couples only to first generation right-handed down-type
quarks, and S1 only to second generation left-handed quarks (the first term in
Eq. (4.4)), the rare kaon decay would be enhanced while the neutrino mass would
not be generated at 1-loop but only at 2-loop level, as demonstrated in Fig. 9. This
two loop mass can be expressed as
(mν)i =
∑
j
3 sin(2θ)g2Vcdg˜
id
1 g˜
jc
2 Uji
512pi4
mdI(m
2
LQ1 ,m
2
LQ2 ,m
2
W ), (4.6)
where the index i is not summed over. Here g is the weak coupling constant, Vcd is
a CKM matrix element, Uji is a PMNS matrix element, md is the mass of the first
generation down-type quark, mW is the mass of the W boson, and θ is the mixing
angle between S1 and one of the components of R˜2, which diagonalizes the mass
matrix
M2 =
(
m2
R˜2
µv
µv m2S1
)
, (4.7)
leading to the leptoquark mass eigenvalues mLQ1 and mLQ2 . The angle θ is given by
[85–87]
tan(2θ) =
2µv
m2
R˜2
−m2S1
. (4.8)
Furthermore, g˜id1 and g˜
jc
2 are leptoquark couplings in the SM fermion mass basis,
which are given by
g˜ik1 =
∑
α
gαk1 U
iα, g˜jn2 =
∑
α
gjα2 V
αn. (4.9)
In the approximation that the quarks and charged leptons are massless, the loop
function I(m2LQ1 ,m
2
LQ2
,m2W ) is given by [86]
I(m2LQ1 ,m
2
LQ2 ,m
2
W ) ≈
(
1− m
2
LQ1
m2LQ2
)
×
[
1 +
pi2
3
+
m2LQ1 log
m2LQ2
m2W
−m2LQ2 log
m2LQ1
m2W
m2LQ2 −m2LQ1
+
1
2
m2LQ1
(
log
m2LQ2
m2W
)2
−m2LQ2
(
log
m2LQ1
m2W
)2
m2LQ2 −m2LQ1
]
,
(4.10)
where mLQ1 is the lighter of two the mass eigenstates. As an example, we choose lep-
toquark masses mR˜2 = 4 TeV and mS1 = 2 TeV close to the experimental discovery
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Figure 9. Radiative neutrino mass contribution in case of flavour specific couplings. Here
LQa is a mass eigenstate of the R˜2-S1 leptoquark system. The leptoquark R˜2 is assumed to
couple to first generation down-type quarks only, and S1 interacts with second generation
quarks.
reach of the LHC [88] and the dimensionful coupling as µ = 10 GeV, in agreement
with current experimental bounds on the electroweak ρ parameter [52]. Furthermore,
we assume g˜id1 = g˜
jc
2 = 1, with all other leptoquark couplings in the mass basis being
zero. With the PMNS matrix assumed to be the identity matrix, this results approx-
imately in g˜jc2 = g
js
2 . From Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.6), we then find a radiative neutrino
mass of (mν)i ≈ 0.08 eV, and a NP scale in rare kaon decays of Λsdij ≈ 18.6 TeV. In
this benchmark scenario, the NP scale of LNV rare kaon decays is close to the exper-
imental limit (see Table 5), while the radiatively generated neutrino mass is small.
Although a specific choice of parameters has been made, this example demonstrates
that non-trivial flavour patterns in a UV complete model can in principle lead to a
suppression of the neutrino mass generation.
As pointed out before, the Lagrangian in Eq. (4.3) also features a lepton number
conserving dimension-6 contribution that similarly mediates rare kaon decay K →
piνν¯ with the mediator being either a R˜2 or S1 leptoquark as shown in Fig. 10 (left).
However, in case of a flavour specific pattern, these operators do not contribute at
tree level Fig. 10 (left), but only at loop level as depicted in Fig. 10 (right), leading
to a GIM suppression of the SM-like contribution.
Currently, the most stringent experimental bound on the mass of first generation
scalar leptoquarks is provided by the CMS collaboration [88], mLQ > 1755 GeV at
95% CL. This limit is still weaker than from considerations of meson decays. This
shows that leptoquarks are an interesting UV completion featuring an interplay of
various constraints of different types of experiments.
5 Conclusions
The observation of a LNV process would have far reaching consequences in our un-
derstanding of particle physics. Most importantly it would point towards a Majorana
nature of neutrinos and it would have implications on the viability of leptogenesis
scenarios. While 0νββ decay is the crucial probe to test the Majorana nature of
neutrinos and LNV interactions in general, as a nuclear process it is limited to first
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Figure 10. Meson decay at dimension 6 with (right) and without (left) flavour specific
couplings. The top diagrams correspond to the first term in Eq. (4.3), the bottom diagrams
correspond to the second term.
generation leptons and quarks only. Hence, it is worthwhile to explore other LNV
probes.
In this work, we have considered the possibility of LNV interactions in the rare
meson decay K → piνν. The GIM and loop-suppressed SM branching ratio of this
decay can be determined very precisely due to its comparably tiny hadronic uncer-
tainties. With the NA62 experiment aiming for a 10% sensitivity on the SM branch-
ing ratio in the future, it is consequently an excellent probe for new physics. In the
SM, the kaon is expected to decay into a neutrino and an anti-neutrino. In case of
Majorana neutrinos, however, additional LNV interactions can be present, leading to
an emission of two neutrinos or anti-neutrinos. Since the experiments are not able to
directly detect the neutrinos, both options should be considered. While their impact
on the operator scales have already been explored in Ref. [43], we investigated their
implications with respect to their different leptonic current structure.
Within a SMEFT, we identified one dimension-7 LNV operator h0dcsLνLνL that
can generate K → piνν at tree level leading to a scalar leptonic current. This is
in contrast to the usual SM contribution that features a leptonic vector current.
We demonstrated that this results in different kinematic distributions of the pion
momentum for both cases. Contrasting this with the signal regions of NA62, we
generally expect more events in the lower pion momentum region for the SM case
but an order of magnitude fewer events with an LNV contribution. Based on the
expected kinematic distribution only, we expect NA62 to be less sensitive in the
LNV case, though this will still be subject to the specific detector acceptance in
the corresponding regions. However, the expected difference in the phase space
distribution with respect to the SM and LNV contribution could be used to probe a
possible LNV admixture. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the E949 and KOTO
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experiment, though global sensitivity to the LNV contribution might be reduced.
Moreover, we can set limits on the scale of the operator based on the current
upper limits on the branching ratios. While the strongest limits were just recently
improved by the NA62 experiment to BR(K+ → pi+νν¯) < 1.78 × 10−10 [69], the
E949 experiment constrained it previously to BR(K+ → pi+νν¯) < 3.35× 10−10 [63].
As only the E949 experiment provides us with the relative acceptance between a
SM-like vector current and a scalar current, we were able to set a lower limit on the
corresponding dimension-7 LNV operator scale
∑
i Λ
E949
iisd > 11.5 TeV. In contrast, the
NA62 experiment provides a limit on the SM-like vector current only. Taking this
limit, we obtain an seemingly stronger limit on the scale of
∑
i Λ
NA62
iisd > 17.2 TeV,
but this is expected to be weaker for the scalar current case due to the reduced
experimental acceptance. Similar reasoning applies for the results of the KOTO
experiment. With the limits given for a vector current, we arrive at
∑
i Λ
KOTO
iisd >
12.3 TeV. In future, NA62 and KOTO are expected to improve their reach such that
e.g. a scale
∑
i Λ
NA62, future
iisd ≈ 19.6 TeV can be probed. Rare kaon decays are thus
able to probe very high scales of LNV physics.
We stress the importance of dedicated limits on a scalar current contribution by
the NA62 and KOTO experiments in the future, as this will be very useful for study-
ing LNV scenarios and their far reaching consequences. By comparing the relative
contributions to the different signal regions, one might be able to draw conclusions on
the existence of an additional LNV interaction. For example, while we theoretically
expect a ratio of events of ≈ 0.35 between the lower and higher momentum signal
regions of NA62 for a SM contribution only, the event ratio for the LNV scenario is
much smaller ≈ 0.02.
Despite focussing on LNV operators in SMEFT, i.e. where only light active
Majorana neutrinos are present, we must emphasise that the presence of LNV cannot
be strictly proven using the process K → piνν as the two neutrinos (anti-neutrinos)
are not experimentally observable. While the kaon decay distribution is different
from that in the SM due to the scalar nature of the currents involved, this behaviour
can also emerge in an EFT that includes sterile neutrino states in addition to the
SM particle content. Such a framework can encompass scenarios where (i) the light
active neutrinos are Dirac fermions but participate in interactions beyond the SM and
(ii) there are additional sterile neutrinos (light enough to be produced in the decay)
with exotic interactions. In such scenarios, total lepton number may be conserved
depending on the nature of the sterile states.
For completeness, we have not only focused in our study on the semi-leptonic
rare kaon decays K → piνν, but we discussed also a possible LNV contribution to
fully leptonic meson decays such as K+ → µ+ν¯e. Generally, these constrain the same
operators but are less stringent than the semi-leptonic decay modes. However, we
set limits on the scale of all dimension-7 and 9 operators that could lead to a fully
leptonic decay, both at tree and loop-level. By using the available experimental limits
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assuming vector currents we get an estimate of the constraining power of fully leptonic
meson decays on different LNV operators. For more precise conclusions, we would
like to stress again that dedicated limits for possible scalar current contributions
besides the SM would be highly relevant.
When observing a signal pointing to a LNV contribution, the corresponding ef-
fective operator would at the same time lead to a contribution to the neutrino mass
via loops. With the current limit on the neutrino mass, this similarly implies a cor-
responding limit on the operator scale. Depending on the loop suppression and the
assumed couplings, the limit arising from neutrino masses can be stronger (e.g. op-
erator O3b) or less stringent (e.g. O8). However, even in the case of a more stringent
limit coming from neutrino masses at first glance (O3b), this is subject to the actual
UV complete model, as non-trivial cancellation effects or different realizations might
change this simplified picture. Hence, it is conservative to not constrain oneself from
the beginning by constraints from neutrino masses. To exemplify such a situation,
we introduce a simplified leptoquark model with such an non-trivial behaviour.
Finally, we want to stress that the existence of LNV interactions at low scale, such
as in rare kaon decays, can have major consequences on the existence of baryogenesis
models. LNV interactions realized in observable rare kaon decays would imply strong
washout effects of a pre-existing lepton asymmetry and hence could put different
leptogenesis models at tension. For a final conclusion, however, two conditions have
to be met. First, an equilibration of all flavours need to be guaranteed. For this,
an additional sign for lepton flavour violating interactions or complementary signs
of LNV in different flavor sectors would be sufficient. Secondly, we would need to
confirm that a potential NP contribution to the rare kaon decay is indeed LNV. This
would motivate e.g. corresponding searches for LNV interactions at the LHC. The
combined implications on mechanisms of neutrino mass generation and the baryon
asymmetry strongly motivate the search for LNV processes. Hereby, rare kaon decays
are able to probe very high scales of LNV physics.
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